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Where’s the money?

By George Van Teslaar

Where’s the money?

I think it’s ridiculous that we taxpayers have to put up with the continuing situation regarding Citrus
Memorial hospital. The recent shortfall of over $3 million of taxpayer funding was the last straw. What
has the hospital been doing with all their AND taxpayer money?

Their refusal to have an independent audit done leads to suspicion. Could it be exorbitant salaries for
management and CEOs, or possibly lucrative 401(k)s and other perks we don’t know about? Perhaps
they are spending all our money on buying property for expansion at extremely high prices then, after
obscene expenditures, claim a shortfall.

Their recent and past expenditures on legal matters, due to feuding among the hospital governing
boards, is ridiculously insane.

We know there may be a conflict of interest among some individuals on the hospital board as reported
in the Citrus County Chronicle, April 15, 2010. Attorney Clark Stillwell, counsel to the hospital foundation
board, was the chairman of a conflict of interest committee. He annually bills the hospital for his
services. David Langer has a company that supplies natural gas to CMHS. Robert L. Henigar and
James Sanders had family connections to the builder of the project in Sugarmill Woods. Joseph
Brannen from Brannen Banks is the holder of CMH checking accounts. Dr. V. Reddy rents medical
offices to CMHS.

For the services provided to the hospital by these board members, are exorbitant rates being charged?
Are the services put out for bid? Are kickbacks to individuals or extreme spending taking place for
personal gains? Is the tax money given to the hospital being eaten up by greed? Are we the taxpayers
just plain old suckers in a con game?

The situation has gone way beyond the local level for investigation. The Attorney General, the FBI, even
the IRS need to get involved. They need to audit the books of the hospital and the tax returns for any
individuals involved going back at least 10 years. 

Does anyone out there think the hospital will come out smelling like a bed of roses? I doubt it.

George Van Teslaar

Beverly Hills
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